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"In 2018, the global cruise industry earned an estimated
$4.56 billion (a 4.6% increase over 2017) and carried an
estimated 26 million annualized passengers. River cruising
has become more popular over the last few years."
– Mike Gallinari, Travel & Leisure Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
It is poised to become even more popular as travelers realize how their itineraries, with multiple
destinations and increasingly immersive shoreline experiences, dovetail with current overall travel
trends. Meanwhile, ocean cruise ships are modernizing their on-board offerings with eye-popping rides,
quality dining experiences and activities that fit the tastes of a younger consumer set that is keen on
the prospect of cruising. Of course, the industry will have to also find solutions to the environmental
issues they cause as travelers, especially younger ones, are more attuned to cruising’s effect on the
planet.
•
•
•

Young adults (aged 25-34) are the group most likely to have a cruise planned for 2020
(river or ocean).
All-inclusive cruise packages are popular, but the cost of getting to ports is a hurdle for
consumers.
Cruise lines need to take environmental concerns more seriously.
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All-inclusives are A-OK
Young cruisers sail with a conscience
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Ocean cruises
Half of US adults have ocean cruise experience
Figure 22: Most recent ocean cruise, September 2019
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Figure 23: Most recent ocean cruise, by select demographics, September 2019
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River cruises have room to grow
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River cruising needs to capitalize on its interest
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Cruisers open to repeating, though some stay in their lane
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River cruises are good at addressing the concerns of their fans
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Transit cost is less of an issue at $75k…
Figure 35: Transit expense as a barrier, by HHI, September 2019
…but other demands kick in
Figure 36: Barriers to cruising – select items, by HHI, September 2019
Cruise length and reputation contribute to disinterest
Figure 37: Barriers to cruising, by cruise interest, September 2019
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Can’t sail what you don’t know
Figure 38: Lack of knowledge as a barrier, by age group, September 2019
Cruises don’t fit with younger adult’s vacation schedules
Figure 39: Cruise length as a barrier, by age group, September 2019

River Cruise Destinations
US rivers pique the most interest
Figure 40: Top desired river cruise destinations, September 2019
Heritage is a draw for cruisers
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Rural Americans want to sail the Heartland
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Family opportunities South of the Border
Figure 43: Top desired river cruise destinations, by parental status, September 2019

Perceptions of Cruise Vacations
Cruises are a brag worthy vacation experience
Figure 44: Correspondence Analysis – Symmetrical map – Vacation perceptions, September 2019
Ocean cruises seen as fun, but time consuming
Figure 45: Perceptions of ocean and river cruises, September 2019
Cruises fit with luxury goals
Figure 46: Perceptions of vacations as relaxing or memorable, September 2019
Parents feel they have better options
Figure 47: Perceptions of vacation types, by parental status, September 2019

Cruise Ship Amenities
Dinner and a show rule the seas
Figure 48: Desired cruise ship amenities, September 2019
Young cruisers want activities, older ones want passivities
Figure 49: Desired cruise ship amenities, by age group, September 2019
Women look for a relaxing getaway
Figure 50: Desired cruise ship amenities, by gender, September 2019
River cruisers look for less onboard
Figure 51: Desired cruise ship amenities, by preferred cruise type, September 2019

Attitudes toward Cruises
Attitudes depend on cruise preference
Figure 52: Attitudes about cruise itineraries, by preferred cruise type, September 2019
Higher income passengers look for more off the boat
Figure 53: Attitudes about cruise itineraries, by household income, September 2019
Cruises are generally seen as a value, but river cruisers aren’t wowed
Figure 54: Attitudes toward cruise value and glamor, by cruise preference, September 2019
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All-inclusive appeal increases with number of kids
Figure 55: Attitudes toward all-inclusive packages, by number of children in household, September 2019
River cruisers are more environmentally conscious
Figure 56: Attitudes toward sustainability, by cruise preference, September 2019
Youngest travelers most concerned with green travel
Figure 57: Environmental concerns about cruise ships, by age group, September 2019

Cruise Segments
Factors
Figure 58: Cruise segment breakdown, September 2019
Segments
Conscious Cruisers
Figure 59: Conscious Cruiser segment demographics, September 2019
Aquatically Amused
Figure 60: Aquatically Amused segment demos, September 2019
Sunset Sailors
Figure 61: Aquatically Amused segment demos, September 2019
Land Lubbers
Figure 62: Land Lubbers segment demos, September 2019
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Figure 67: TURF Analysis – Onboard amenities, September 2019
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